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Do Human and Computational
Evaluations of Similarity Align?
An Empirical Study of Product
Function
Function drives many early design considerations in product development, highlighting the
importance of finding functionally similar examples if searching for sources of inspiration
or evaluating designs against existing technology. However, it is difficult to capture what
people consider is functionally similar and therefore, if measures that quantify and
compare function using the products themselves are meaningful. In this work, human eval-
uations of similarity are compared to computationally determined values, shedding light on
how quantitative measures align with human perceptions of functional similarity. Human
perception of functional similarity is considered at two levels of abstraction: (1) the
high-level purpose of a product and (2) how the product works. These human similarity
evaluations are quantified by crowdsourcing 1360 triplet ratings at each functional abstrac-
tion and creating low-dimensional embeddings from the triplets. The triplets and embed-
dings are then compared to similarities that are computed between functional models
using six representative measures, including both matching measures (e.g., cosine similar-
ity) and network-based measures (e.g., spectral distance). The outcomes demonstrate how
levels of abstraction and the fuzzy line between “highly similar” and “somewhat similar”
products may impact human functional similarity representations and their subsequent
alignment with computed similarity. The results inform how functional similarity can be
leveraged by designers, with applications in creativity support tools, such as those used
for design-by-analogy, or other computational methods in design that incorporate
product function. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4053858]
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1 Introduction
Designers often make comparisons between different ideas and

assess how their designs will meet functional requirements to
solve the problem at hand. To acquire knowledge in early-stage
design, a common practice is to seek examples of, or inspiration
from, existing products, through methods such as benchmarking
or searching patents [1,2]. Previous work has shown that inspira-
tional stimuli help improve idea generation and that function-based
examples are particularly useful in helping designers identify poten-
tial solutions [3–5]. Several quantitative approaches have been
applied to determine functional similarity between products,
guiding the development of computational methods to augment
designers’ capabilities in the solution exploration phase [6–8].
However, the alignment of these methods with how designers
draw functional connections between products in practice (and con-
sequently, their utility) remains to be understood. Depending on the
stage of the design process, designers may consider concepts at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction [9,10]. While functional representations
are abstractions themselves, they may vary in level of detail. Some
consist of only the core function of the product, while others consist
of all of the sub-functions that make the product work. When
searching for concepts across domains, prioritization may lie on
the higher-level function of the product (here, referred to as its
purpose) to find surface dissimilar ideas. At other times, finding
products with similar functional properties might entail searching

for the specific mechanisms necessary to achieve this purpose
(i.e., how it works) [11–14]. When considering function in these
different ways, products that are relevant for benchmarking, as
examples, or for inspiration, may vary, motivating the need for
appropriate similarity measures. While humans may be able to
adapt their consideration of functional similarity across these
abstractions, automated methods must contend with this often
ambiguous notion of similarity.
To investigate how design similarity can be assessed and utilized

for the early stages of design, the following research questions are
addressed in this work:

(1) Do computed measures of functional similarity accurately
capture human representations of functional similarity?

(2) How does the level of abstraction impact humans’ similarity
representations of product function?

Aiming to ensure that computational methods to support design
are meaningful to humans, a quantitative approach is taken to
compare human conceptualization of similarity with how similarity
can be measured mathematically. Crowdsourcing methods are
applied to quantify human-determined functional similarity and
explore how various quantitative measures align with the human
representations. While the measures included for comparison are
not comprehensive, they are representative of measures that have
been investigated in prior work or may be relevant for engineering
design. The results show how well measures of functional similarity
match humans’ perceptions of similarity and in which cases (e.g.,
when considering only highly similar designs versus a range of
products or for higher versus lower functional abstraction),
leading to broader considerations of how human versus computa-
tional representations of functional similarity might be applicable
for computational design tools.
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2 Related Work
Prior research on the use of similarity measures in engineering

design, as well as research on human perception of similarity and
its measurement are reviewed in the following section. Both of
these areas are relevant for comparing human evaluations with com-
putational output, ensuring that the latter is interpretable and useful
to humans during design activities.

2.1 Similarity Measures Used in Design. Obtaining repeated
evaluations of design similarity from humans, through expert or
crowdsourced assessments, is challenging and expensive, prompting
effort towards finding quantitative similarity measures for the design
domain. Since design spans various tasks and contexts, it is often
desirable to adapt existing measures that have already been shown
to apply across various domains. Similarity has been assessed on dif-
ferent dimensions, such as form or function, and at different phases,
ranging from concepts to full products [15]. For example, visual
similarity between products (similarity in form) has been investi-
gated for the purpose of determining product families, variants, or
branding [16,17]. In the early stages of design, however, product
function is often one of themost critical considerations [2].Assessing
similarities along the dimension of product function poses a chal-
lenge because product function is difficult to quantify.
One way to calculate functional similarity involves using a text-

based repository of domain relevant information such as the patent
database, which contains a large body of data on product function.
Functional similarity has been calculated using latent semantic anal-
ysis and the cosine similarity measure on these patents for the
purpose of design-by-analogy (a method where designers seek to
apply solutions that work for other problems to solve their
problem) [6]. The results from using this measure have been vali-
dated indicating that its clustering of patents is sensible to experts
[18]. A functional neural network has also been used for presenting
function-based inspirational stimuli by defining product function
via relationships between parts and neighboring parts within 3D
models [19]. Another way to capture product function is through
a functional diagram or model, such as one developed using a stan-
dardized vocabulary [2,20,21]. A vector-based quantitative metric
has been developed to compare these functional models [7]. In addi-
tion, critical function chains have been extracted from functional
models andmatched in variousways to quantify functional similarity
[8,22]. The functional model representation enables a higher level
of abstraction of a product than a patent, which may be desirable
when searching for examples during conceptual design. At the
same time, functional models are not available for many products
and are often developed subjectively. To mitigate these challenges,
recent research has focused on automating functional modeling
using information about product components [23,24]. This research
focuses on functional similarity as obtained through functional
models. Similarity can be calculated in a variety of ways across
these models, yet it remains unclear whether these determinations
of functional similarity are meaningful. It is also notable that each
measure provides a different conceptualization of what similarity
means when applied to product function. Some measures place
importance on the existence (or absence) of specific sub-functions
to define overall functional similarity, while others place more
importance on patterns in how sub-functions connect to each
other. These differences impact the context in which each
measure can be used and indicates the necessity to carefully con-
sider how functional similarity is quantified, especially when it is
used to support design activities [25].

2.2 Quantifying How Humans Evaluate Similarity. To
assess how quantitative measures align with human mental repre-
sentations, it is crucial to capture how humans perceive similarity.
Knowing the “human dimension” is important when applying
these measures within interventions or systems that are intended
to augment human processes. Humans constantly make judgements

of similarity to reconcile information from the world around them
with internal mental representations. In addition, similarity is said
to play a part in how people structure conceptual knowledge [26].
Several theories have been developed regarding human determina-
tion of similarity, incorporating effects from elements such as direc-
tionality and context [27,28]. In the structural alignment view of
similarity from psychology, there are three elements of alignment:
structural consistency, relational focus, and systematicity. These
elements correspond to one-to-one matching, common relations in
both items being compared, and sets of relations that are intercon-
nected by higher order relations [29]. It is difficult to untangle the
underlying dimensions along which people consider similarity,
especially for more complex items, and there are several approaches
to tackle this challenge.
One approach to understanding why people might consider two

objects to be similar is to explicitly ask them for their reasoning.
For example, to evaluate how a topic modeling algorithm represents
similarity compared to humans, human raters were asked to both
select which documents were more similar from a triplet as well as
explain what made them similar (and the unchosen one different)
[30]. Another approach is a data-driven approach, where people
are asked to make similarity judgements and latent or explainable
dimensions are uncovered directly from the results. This data-driven
approach has been used in several contexts such as determining simi-
larity across musical artists and natural objects [26,31]. Closely
related to the approach in our work, the data-driven approach has
been utilized to create an embedding to compare human-perceived
similarities with models’ internal representations on ImageNet [32].
Within engineering design, both approaches have been used to

assess design similarity for a variety of purposes. In a study on
design-by-analogy, participants were explicitly asked what dimen-
sions they considered important for similarity between a target
and source product [33]. It was found that functional similarity
dominated over form similarity. To understand whether the struc-
tural alignment view of similarity from psychology applies in the
context of design, participants were asked to rate similarity
between design concepts and explain their reasoning in another
study [34]. The results implied that feature-based responses drove
similarity, in line with the element of structural consistency from
the structural alignment model.
More recently, the data-driven approach has been increasingly

applied to problems in design. Pairwise similarity judgements were
crowdsourced to assess visual similarity between products, deter-
mining that novelty assessments from a crowd can match with
those made by experts [35]. Similarity judgements were also col-
lected in the form of triplet ratings for determining design sketch
novelty and for evaluating dissimilarity between sets of ideas to
spur diversity during idea generation [36,37]. More fine-grained
search across product function specifically has been enabled by
crowdsourcing annotations from product descriptions, including
both product purpose and working mechanism as facets [14].
These data-driven methods are able to uncover human percep-

tions of similarity, but may be limited to the task or context for
which the data were collected. In addition, the dimensions of simi-
larity determined from data-driven methods may not be explanatory
or easy to interpret. Therefore, using similarity functions that have
been learned from humans may not always be possible or desirable.
At the same time, even a similarity measure that is computed from
products must provide human-interpretable results to successfully
supplement cognitive processes such as analogical transfer. For
these reasons, the determination of functional similarity is
approached here in a task-agnostic—though not domain-agnostic
—way, combining a data-driven approach (collecting human simi-
larity judgements) with one that is less context-dependent (using
mathematical measures on functional diagrams).

2.3 Considerations for Evaluating Design Similarity.
Several factors may influence whether and how quantitative similar-
ity measures, computed on designs, can be effectively used to
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support human creativity in engineering design. Two are considered
here: the threshold for separating similar and dissimilar and the con-
sideration of ideas at varying abstraction levels during design.
The concepts of similarity, dissimilarity, and distance are often

used interchangeably. Mathematically, distance measures can be
converted to dissimilarity measures. In addition, similarity can be
converted to dissimilarity, and vice versa. However, in application,
whether similarity or dissimilarity is more important depends highly
on the context. For example, in recommendation systems broadly,
while similarity is used to find the most relevant results, the
notion of dissimilarity is explored instead to add novelty and diver-
sity to results [38]. In the domain of engineering design, dissimilar-
ity has been applied to developing novelty metrics for idea
assessment at the conceptual stage. To characterize novelty, these
metrics emphasize how dissimilar a given concept is from other
concepts [39].
Measures of similarity also play a critical role in attempts to

foster analogical innovation. According to Gentner and Markman,
the processes involved in comparisons of similarity and analogy
are the same [29]. Analogical distance has been shown to impact
the effectiveness of examples during concept generation, indicating
that the distinction between similarity and dissimilarity is critical in
the practice of design-by-analogy [40–42]. Analogies are generally
considered to be near-field analogs (sharing surface features or
existing in the same domain) or far-field analogs (sharing few or
no surface features and existing in different domains, but having
some functional similarity). As such, analogical distance encom-
passes similarity and dissimilarity as well as balancing the line
between the two and not going “too far” [43]. Functional similarity
may be utilized in design to find both items that are highly similar
and ones that are “somewhat similar.” Therefore, in this research,
comparisons of measures and human judgements are considered
with respect to both highly similar products and similarity in the
product space more globally.
Another element to consider when assessing similarity between

designs or products is the abstraction level of their representations.
Work in the cognitive processes behind design suggests that solu-
tion search is performed through lateral and vertical transformation:
moving to a slightly different idea or moving to a more detailed
version of the same idea [44]. In the context of product function,
as the level of detail available increases, the functional abstraction
can decrease, facilitating consideration of function as how the
product works instead of its higher-level purpose [12]. Functional
similarity measures have focused on lower-level representations
(i.e., the working mechanism) since very detailed information is
available in patents and in full functional models that have been
developed through reverse engineering. However, designers often
only have enough information to operate at the higher level
during the conceptual stages of design. In addition, cross-domain
analogies can be found through higher-level purpose even if
working mechanisms differ [13]. Because it is often required to con-
sider functional similarity at multiple levels of abstraction, it is nec-
essary to understand how any quantitative measures reflect the ways
humans can translate between the levels. This work encodes the
dimension of functional abstraction to specifically examine its influ-
ence on human representations of similarity.

3 Methods
Functional similarity is crowdsourced fromhumans and compared

with similarity recovered from applying quantitative measures
directly on the products, as outlined in the following sections. The
comparisons can provide insight into how example-based design
tools or computational methods might capture product functionality,
making this information accessible to designers.

3.1 Product Dataset. A subset of 20 consumer products (e.g.,
toys, consumer electronics, household devices) found in the Design
Repository hosted by Oregon State University was utilized for this

work [45]. This subset was selected to represent products with
varying levels of complexity that participants would be familiar
with, as well as to ensure the availability of two consistent levels
of functional specification. A list of the products can be found in
Appendix. For each product, the repository contained a simple func-
tional model consisting of inputs, outputs, and a singular, main func-
tion of the product, as well as a highly detailed functional model of
how the product worked, specified according to Hirtz et al. [21].
An example of each type of functional model is shown in Fig. 1.
The repository additionally contained a product title and image.

3.2 Crowdsourcing Human Judgements. To capture how
humans consider products to be functionally similar, similarity
judgements were crowdsourced from humans and then represented
in a low-dimensional embedding space using techniques from
machine learning. These embeddings were used to quantify the rela-
tive similarity among the set of products. This method has recently
been used in engineering design to determine the visual similarity of
products as well as to determine the novelty of ideas [35,36]. The
judgements were collected in the form of triplet queries (“Is A
more similar to B or to C?”). Prior work has shown that humans
can more easily and consistently answer triplets as opposed to
direct pairwise comparisons [46].
Because functional similarity may depend on the level of abstrac-

tion at which someone is considering products, information about
function was presented to participants in two ways based on the
two available types of functional models, shown in Fig. 1. The
information from the full functional models (Fig. 1(b)) was con-
verted to text descriptions to capture essential information about
how the product worked. The function as defined by its purpose
was taken directly as text from the simple functional model
(Fig. 1(a)) and only modified in a few cases for clarity. The descrip-
tions can be found in the Appendix. Stock images were included for
products that were missing images in the Design Repository and
product titles were modified to represent the generic versions of
the product. Each triplet presented to participants contained the fol-
lowing information about each product: a title, image, and descrip-
tion of the product function of either type. An example triplet is
shown in Fig. 2.
Although images were provided to aid participants in understand-

ing what the products were, they were instructed to judge similarity
along the dimension of function and not form. The participants were
instructed to consider the overall purpose of the product when pre-
sented with the shorter descriptions and to consider the way in
which the product worked when presented with the longer descrip-
tion. Each participant was providedwith a subset of triplets (random-
ized across all possible triplets) and made judgements on this same
subset of triplets twice, once presented with the shorter descriptions
and once presented with the longer description. The order of the tri-
plets was randomized across the two abstraction levels.
After approval from an Institutional Review Board, data were

collected from a total of 69 participants. Data from one participant
was removed, as they did not follow instructions. The included par-
ticipants consisted of 42 undergraduate students, 16 graduate stu-
dents, and 10 others (including working professionals). Among
the participants were 50 who identified as male, 17 who identified
as female, and 1 who preferred not to say. A majority of participants
were pursuing, or had graduated with, a mechanical engineering
degree, indicating a level of domain expertise. Twenty-four of the
participants indicated that they had greater than 4 years of engineer-
ing/design experience through courses, work, or extracurricular
activities. Thirty-six of the participants were shown the longer,
lower abstraction descriptions first, while 32 were shown the
shorter, higher abstraction descriptions first.
A total of 2720 triplet ratings were collected from the partici-

pants, who each provided 40 ratings. Half of each set of ratings
(1360 triplets) contained information about each level of functional
abstraction. Therefore, each set of triplets collected consisted of
42% of the total possible triplets (3240 triplets). Previous
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applications of the low-dimensional embedding techniques consid-
ered here use 20% of triplets [47,48]. Additionally, prior work that
incorporates the full triplet set found that using 30% of the triplet set
was sufficient and robust to a small number of false ratings [36].

3.3 Generating an Embedding Space for Human
Judgements. Once the triplets were collected, they were mapped
to a low-dimensional space. The data embeddings can be con-
structed using the triplets as constraints to where points (in this
case, products) are placed within the n-dimensional space. One
machine learning method to do this is t-distributed stochastic
triplet embedding (t-STE). This method defines a probability
density distribution (a heavy-tailed kernel) and maximizes these
probabilities with respect to the embedding points so that a triplet
is satisfied. Additionally, the maximization ensures that similar
points are collapsed while dissimilar points kept apart by triplets
are repelled [48]. Other commonly used embedding methods
include generalized non-metric multidimensional scaling
(GNMDS), crowd kernel learning (CKL), and stochastic triplet
embedding (STE) [46–48]. GNMDS and t-STE have been explicitly
applied to work in the design domain [36,37]. In this work, t-STE
was chosen as the embedding method, due to its ability to ensure
similar points are closer together and dissimilar points are farther
apart, without violating any constraints [48]. Preliminary analyses
demonstrated that selecting t-STE as the embedding method (as
opposed to one of the aforementioned techniques) did not signifi-
cantly affect the results.
To address partial triplet collection and the aggregation of triplet

ratings from across the population of participants, two measures,
adapted from prior work, were used to determine the quality of the
embedding: distance error and triplet generalization error. Distance
error refers to the mean squared error between the normalized
Euclidean distances derived from the final embedding and an
embedding created with consecutively fewer triplets [36]. This
measure was used to determine how much the embedding changes
with the addition of new triplets to ensure that there are enough tri-
plets for convergence. Triplet generalization error is calculated by

holding out a set of triplets, calculating the embedding, and then
determining whether the calculated embedding satisfies the triplets
that were held out [48]. This measure was used to assess how suc-
cessfully the methods could satisfy triplets that were not provided.
Finally, the dimensionality hyperparameter of the t-STE embed-

ding was considered when comparing to computed measures in case
two dimensions did not best represent the human-determined func-
tional similarity embedding (though all of the embedding techni-
ques have been used to represent human judgements from other
domains in two dimensions). This hyperparameter was alternately
set to 13, found by creating the embedding with an increasing
number of dimensions and determining the minimum number of
dimensions at which the embedding’s cost value converged. Once
the embedding was created from triplet ratings, the Euclidean dis-
tances between the points were calculated, range normalized, and
converted to a pairwise similarity matrix.

Fig. 1 Functional models at two levels of abstraction (shown for a scooter). (a) Higher abstraction (purpose) and (b) Lower
abstraction (working mechanism).

Fig. 2 Example of a triplet query. The function description text
displayed under the three images was descriptions from one of
the two levels of abstraction (detailed in Appendix). Here, the
higher abstraction is shown.
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3.4 Measuring Similarity Directly From Products

3.4.1 Computing Pairwise Similarity Matrices From
Functional Models. After the human conceptualization of function
was quantified, the next step was to compare this to how quantita-
tive measures determined functional similarity. To do this, the full,
lower-level functional models (Fig. 1(b)) for the same set of prod-
ucts were represented in a mathematical space as binary matrices,
specified using 21 functions and 19 flows (as defined by the func-
tional basis framework). Within this framework, a 1 was used for
the existence of a specific function in the product and a 0 was
used for the absence of a specific function in the product [21].
The quantitative measures of similarity used were those consid-

ered extensively in prior work by the authors [25]: simple matching
coefficient (SMC), Jaccard similarity, cosine similarity, spectral dis-
tance [49], NetSimile [50], and DeltaCon [51]. There are many pos-
sible ways to measure similarity and not all were included here, but
the six measures represent different characterizations of similarity
when applied to functional representations of products. The mea-
sures range from those that are easily interpretable to those that
are not. In addition, although the measures represent more general
formulations and have been applied across several domains,
efforts were made to select measures that were the most meaningful
for the context of engineering design. For example, versions of
cosine similarity and a matching measure much like the simple
matching coefficient or Jaccard similarity have been applied to engi-
neering design [6–8]. More details on these measures specifically
applied to functional models can be found in our previous work
[25] as well as in the summary presented in Table 1. Methods
requiring significant training data such as neural networks were
not considered, though similarity embeddings from such networks
could be compared to the “human” embedding generated in this
work if similar products are included.
The SMC, Jaccard, and cosine measures involve variations of

matching the existence of features (in this case, functions or
flows) across the products being compared. The spectral, NetSimile,
and DeltaCon measures involve modeling the products as networks
and then comparing the network structure in various ways. For
example, the spectral measure incorporates information node
degree, which refers to the number of sub-functions operating on
a specific flow or a sub-function operating on a number of flows.
This could represent the relative importance of specific functions
and flows within a functional model. The two different types of
measures represent possible links to one-to-one matching and rela-
tional comparison, both aspects of the structural alignment model
of how humans determine similarity [29].
The measures were calculated on the product function matrices

using the SciPy, NetworkX [52], and NetComp [49] libraries in

PYTHON to obtain pairwise comparisons. These pairwise compari-
sons were range normalized and converted to similarities if the orig-
inal form was a distance or dissimilarity. Therefore, all relative
comparisons were scores between 0 and 1, with 1 representing
the highest similarity (only for a product compared to itself) and
0 representing the lowest similarity.

3.4.2 Generating Triplets From Computed Similarity. The
pairwise similarities calculated using functional models were con-
verted into triplet form for direct comparison with the triplets col-
lected from participants. Triplets were generated from the
pairwise comparison matrices from any of the similarity measures.
Given products A, B, and C, if the pairwise similarity of A and B
was greater than that of A and C, the generated triplet for the
triplet query (“Is A more similar to B or to C?”) was “A is more
similar to B than to C.” These generated triplets were found for
all possible triplet combinations since the full pairwise matrix is
available from computed similarities. If there were ties between
the similarity of A and B and A and C, as is possible with measures
such as the Jaccard measure, the more similar product was selected
randomly.

3.5 Comparing Human Judgements With Computed
Similarity Matrices. Creating an embedding from the crowd-
sourced data allows comparisons of functional similarity at the
level of specific products without the need to collect the full set
of triplets. This is important since the complete set of triplets
scales up rapidly as the number of products increases. However,
to address the noise introduced to the human evaluations by the
process of learning the embedding, the original crowdsourced tri-
plets were used as another representation of the human perception
of functional similarity. Thus, the crowdsourced and computational
results were compared in the following two ways to investigate the
agreement between human and computational similarity assess-
ment: (1) using pairwise similarity matrices from the human embed-
ding versus pairwise similarity matrices computed from similarity
measures and (2) using the triplets collected from humans versus tri-
plets induced by computed similarity matrices.

3.5.1 Comparison of Full Embeddings Via Correlation of
Pairwise Similarity Matrices. After the creation of a human embed-
ding, functional similarity was assessed relative to all other products
in the considered set of products. Typically, these relative rankings
are compared using correlation statistics, such as Kendall’s τ (useful
for rankings with ties) or Spearman’s ρ, as has been done in repre-
sentational similarity analysis [53]. To determine an overall com-
parison between each human embedding and the results from
each similarity measure, Kendall’s τ was computed between the
upper triangular matrices of the two pairwise matrices (human
and computed). This rank correlation is interpreted as the difference
in probability that ranks are in the same order versus in different
order, across the rankings being compared.

3.5.2 Matching Triplet Ratings. Matching the triplets collected
from participants with the triplets generated from each similarity
measure allows comparison without necessarily relying on the
quality of the learned embedding. This matching was determined
using the intersection between each participant’s answered triplets
—a subset of all possible triplets—and the generated triplets (a
triplet only matches if the exact order is the same), divided by the
number of triplet queries answered by the participant (20, for this
study). Therefore, the measure allows for assessment of how well
quantitative similarity assessments are matching humans generally,
as well as between specific measures and abstraction levels.

3.5.3 Comparison of Product-Level Functional Similarity Via
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain. Finally, to look more
closely at the level of individual products, the comparison of
human and computational output was formulated as a search
problem: a product was selected as if it was the input of a search

Table 1 Summary of similarity measures used for comparison
against human judgements

Measure Definition Type

SMC The intersection over the union of sample sets,
including mutual absences and presences

Matching

Jaccard The intersection over the union of sample sets with
only mutual presences

Matching

Cosine Normalized dot product of vectors Matching
Spectral Distance between normalized Laplacian (degree

matrix minus adjacency matrix) of graphs
Network

NetSimile Distance between aggregated feature (e.g.,
clustering coefficient, node neighbors, etc.) vectors
of graphs

Network

DeltaCon Differences in corresponding node affinities
(influence of one node on another) of graphs

Network

Note: A description of how the measure works and the general measure type
is provided, though further details on the use of these measures in the context
of calculating similarity between functional models can be found in our prior
work [25].
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and all other products were ranked relative to that product. Normal-
ized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), often used to assess
recommender systems, was adapted from the field of information
retrieval [54]. NDCG can be used to compare rankings to a
“ground truth,” given relevance scores, with the higher ranks
having more importance than lower ranks.
The discounted cumulative gain (DCG) can be found using a log-

arithmic discount based on the rank position (i is the rank position,
reli is the relevance at rank position i, and n is the total number of
ranks) as follows:

DCG =
∑n

i=1

reli
log2 (i + 1)

(1a)

after which it must be normalized by the ideal discounted cumula-
tive gain (IDCG). The IDCG refers to the value of DCG when the
list is sorted in order of relevance so that the highest rank has the
highest relevance [54].

nDCG =
DCG
IDCG

(1b)

In this case, the crowdsourced human rankings were considered
to be the “ground truth” and each numerical rank from the crowd-
sourced ranking was used as a relevance score. This was used to cal-
culate the IDCG. Then, the DCG was calculated for the ranking to
compare between the human and computational measure (e.g.,
cosine similarity). Once again, the numerical ranks were used as a
relevance score.
Furthermore, when using relative pairwise comparisons, the

comparisons must be made using rankings instead of absolute
scores since the distribution of values generated across the different
similarity measures varies [25]. However, converting to rankings
leads to loss of information about whether a product or set of prod-
ucts in the ranking are significantly farther away overall (i.e., the
global structure of the product space). In other words, the individual
rankings might include products that have very little or no relevance
to each other. To probe whether alignment between measures and
humans is driven by products that are considered highly similar
or by the overall similarity space, thresholds were explored to try
to separate relevant products from non-relevant products within
the entire product space. The thresholds were based on similarity
above a percentile, using the entire pairwise score matrix and prod-
ucts below the threshold would be given a relevance of 0 when
appearing in any ranking. At the individual product level, a
product could have as few as 0 products or as many as 9 other prod-
ucts considered to be relevant in its ranking. If the rankings by
humans and a quantitative measure were exactly the same, the
NDCG would return a value of 1. NDCG was calculated using
the Scikit-learn library in PYTHON. Figure 3 summarizes the steps
taken to compare human evaluations with the calculated
similarities.

4 Results
Similarity determined from crowdsourced human data is com-

pared to the calculated similarity scores using the methods out-
lined in Sec. 3 and considering levels of abstraction. First, the
human representation of product function similarity is quantified
at both the higher- and lower-level abstraction (i.e., the product’s
purpose versus the product’s working mechanism) into a low-
dimensional embedding space through t-STE. Other methods for
creating the embedding are compared to verify the quality of
using the t-STE embedding method. Next, both the human embed-
dings and raw triplets are compared across the lower and higher
abstraction to investigate the effect of the functional abstraction
on participants’ representation of functional similarity. Then, the
crowdsourced and computational results are compared in both

forms, across abstraction levels. Finally, more qualitative investi-
gations are conducted at the level of individual products to deter-
mine if differences appear based on the context of use for the
similarity measure.

4.1 Quantifying Human Perception of Functional
Similarity in an Embedding Space. The collected triplets at
each abstraction level are used to create a low-dimension embed-
ding of the product space using t-STE. Figure 4 provides a visuali-
zation of which products were considered functionally similar by
participants under the perspective of function as a product’s
working mechanism in 2D. A similar embedding is created for
the higher abstraction level (function as a product’s purpose).
Before using the pairwise similarity matrix derived from Fig. 4 in
further analysis, some steps are taken to ensure that the generated
embedding provided a satisfactory representation of the human
data.
Creation of the embedding is replicated using the three other

common triplet embedding methods (GNMDS, CKL, and STE).
For all of the methods, triplet generalization error and distance
error are calculated using fractions of the collected triplets to the
full number of collected triplets. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the
GNMDS, STE, and t-STE methods demonstrate a level of conver-
gence before the full number of collected triplets are included. The
t-STE method has the lowest triplet generalization error by a small
margin when incorporating all of the collected triplets. Even using
the full number of collected triplets, about 30% of the triplet con-
straints are not satisfied in the embedding. The occurrence of unsa-
tisfied constraints is in line with previous experiments using triplet
embedding methods where not all of the triplet constraints being
satisfied [36,48]. This can be attributed to inconsistency across
the crowd among other reasons. Using distance error, as shown in
Fig. 5(b), GNMDS, STE, and t-STE demonstrate a level of conver-
gence in embeddings at about 50% of collected triplets. At this
point, the similarity scores change only slightly in comparison to
the scores from the final embedding. CKL does not demonstrate
convergence in either case and therefore is not considered further.
Finally, the median rank correlation coefficient (Kendall’s τ) of

the product rankings is calculated across the methods, as shown
in Fig. 5(c), to determine if there are differences in the rankings
(i.e., relative similarities calculated from the 2D space) when
using a specific triplet embedding method. There is a strong corre-
lation between rankings across methods, demonstrating that in addi-
tion to performing similarly in terms of errors in satisfying triplet
constraints, the different methods only have a small effect on the
resulting pairwise similarities. A closer look at the 2D embedding
in Fig. 4 verifies that products that were expected to be close to
each other in the 2D embedding space (e.g., the two vise grips,
located in the upper middle area) are actually close to each other
using t-STE.

4.2 Comparing Human Perception of Functional Similarity
at Different Levels of Abstraction. To probe if the participants’
conception of functional similarity (for this set of products) is
affected by changing abstraction level, defined here as the product’s
purpose versus working mechanism, the learned embeddings for the
two levels of abstraction are compared. The rank correlation of the
upper triangular portion of the pairwise similarity matrix from the
human-determined embeddings (considering two dimensionality
hyperparameters) is shown in Table 2, displaying only a relatively
high correlation across the two levels of abstraction (for τ= 0.54,
there is a positive correlation between 77% of all possible pairs of
ranks being compared). This reflects that the abstraction seems to
affect human consideration of functional similarity sometimes.
Rankings of each product’s similarity relative to all other products
are found to determine which products might be driving any differ-
ences. These rank correlations for each product across the levels of
abstraction are also displayed in Table 2. The correlations range
from weaker (e.g., the water pump) to stronger (e.g., the two
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types of vise grips) in comparison to the full embeddings, demon-
strating that for some of the products, the rankings match regardless
of how function is presented, while for others, the rankings differ
significantly. Therefore, a significant divergence in how humans
consider similarity when framing function around a product’s

purpose versus working mechanism exists, but only for a smaller
subset of products.
Since the participants were presented with the same 20 triplets (in

a randomized order) for each level of abstraction, each participant’s
ratings are compared across levels to see if the triplets were
answered in the same way. Participants answer a mean of 69%
(std dev: 14%, min: 35%, max: 95%) of the triplets in the same
way across both conditions, again supporting that participants
only sometimes answer differently when presented with the two
types of function information and that it highly depends on the
type of product.

4.3 Human Judgements Versus Quantitative Measures
Using Triplets and Embeddings. Comparisons between human
similarity judgements of product function and functional similarity
computed through similarity measures are made using both the
learned embeddings and triplets.

4.3.1 Matching Collected Triplets With Generated Triplets
Across Abstraction Level. The percent of human triplets that
match with generated triplets at the lower abstraction is 58% as
an average across all measures, indicating that the measures and
human judgements agree for approximately 12 of the 20 triplets
a participant provides. Matching between human and generated tri-
plets at the higher abstraction level averages 55%. Matching
between human and computed triplets, across all measures, is sta-
tistically significantly different for the lower abstraction and the
higher abstraction according to a dependent t-test (t(5)= 3.45, p
= 0.02). The result indicates that measures (at least those consid-
ered here) generally have improved agreement with human judge-
ments at the lower abstraction level than at the higher abstraction
level. Comparing individual measures, at the lower abstraction

Fig. 3 Sequence of steps taken to compare human evaluations of functional similarity with calculated functional similarity.
The comparisons are made in two ways: using pairwise similarity matrices and rankings (steps 3–4 and 2–3, respectively)
and using triplets (steps 1 and 4, respectively).

Fig. 4 Two-dimensional embedding constructed with t-STE
from crowdsourced triplets (based on how the products work)
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level (working mechanism), a repeated measures analysis of var-
iance (ANOVA) does not show a statistically significant effect
of the measure type on the percentage of matching triplets.
However, at the higher abstraction level (purpose), a repeated
measures ANOVA does show a statistically significant effect
between measures (F(5, 335)= 6.26, p≪ 0.01). A post hoc analy-
sis with a Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) correction
at this abstraction level shows a significant effect in comparisons
involving the spectral measure—the spectral measure with SMC
(p= 0.01), spectral measure with Jaccard similarity (p= 0.03),
and spectral measure with cosine similarity (p= 0.02). The spec-
tral measure therefore demonstrates higher alignment with the col-
lected triplet ratings than any of the matching-based similarity
measures when considering the higher level of abstraction, match-
ing 59% of triplets from participants on average (on par with
matching at a lower abstraction generally). In summary, none of

the measures match human ratings very well, but they match
human ratings at a lower abstraction better than at the higher
abstraction level. One exception to this is when using the spectral
measure, which compares functional models based on their topo-
logical similarity regardless of node labels (i.e., the specific sub-
functions). The results support that network-based measures may
be more useful for capturing what people consider to be functional
similarity at a higher abstraction level.

4.3.2 Correlations Between Pairwise Similarity Matrices of
Human-Determined Embeddings and Computed Measures Across
AbstractionLevel. The rank correlation of the upper triangular
portion of each human-determined embedding’s pairwise matrix
and each measure’s pairwise matrix is shown in Table 3, demon-
strating an overall comparison of human and computational repre-
sentations of functional similarity. Interpretation of the correlation
values themselves indicates that at maximum (τ= 0.30) and
minimum (τ= 0.05), there is a positive correlation for 65% and
53%, respectively, of all ranks pairs being compared between the
results from a similarity measure versus a human embedding. In
general, the correlation values are higher for the lower abstraction
level than for the higher abstraction level, again supporting that
the measures are better aligned with humans at the lower abstraction
than at the higher abstraction.
Looking more closely at the specific measures that align better, at

the lower abstraction, the top two measures with the highest corre-
lation are the NetSimile and Jaccard measures. At the higher
abstraction, the two measures that have the highest correlation
regardless of the embedding dimensionality are the spectral and
NetSimile measures. For the higher abstraction embedding in two
dimensions, the measure with the highest correlation (the spectral
measure) corresponds to the results found by just using the raw tri-
plets, indicating that perhaps the two dimensional embedding is suf-
ficient to capture the human signal.

4.4 Product-Level Comparison Considering Similar Versus
“Highly Similar”. This section examinesmore closely how quanti-
tative measures compare to human-determined similarity when con-
sidering highly similar products versus the entire product space. In
this case, only the subset of products where the functional abstraction
appears to affect functional similarity rating (a low correlation
between rankings across abstraction as shown by the shaded rows
in Table 2) is considered. As described in Sec. 3, each product has
a ranking for how similar other products are to it. When thresholds
are applied, the NDCG measure prioritizes alignment between
humans and measures along the highly similar products (those
passing the threshold). It should be noted that the threshold is
applied across all product comparisons, but the NDCG is calculated
independently for each product (a row or column in the similarity

Fig. 5 Triplet generalization error and distance error verify that the t-STE embedding is not significantly changing with the
addition of new triplets after a point. The embedding technique does not significantly impact similarity values derived from
the triplet embeddings. (a) Average triplet generalization error across ten folds. (b) Mean squared error of distance matrix com-
pared to distance matrix of final embedding, and (c) Median rank correlation coefficient between rankings derived from com-
parable methods.

Table 2 Rank correlation coefficient (Kendall’s τ) for full
embeddings and each product when comparing
human-evaluated similarities across functional abstraction
levels

Rank corr. coeff. p-value

Full embeddings
2 dimensions 0.54 <0.01
13 dimensions 0.38 <0.01

Product
Toy plane 0.31 0.07
Alcohol detector 0.64 <0.01
All-in-one printer 0.50 <0.01
Bike 0.65 <0.01
Blower/vacuum 0.22 0.21
CD player 0.68 <0.01
Drink cooler 0.60 <0.01
DVD player 0.72 <0.01
Nerf gun 0.40 0.02
Game controller 0.36 0.03
Power razor 0.56 <0.01
Stapler 0.58 <0.01
Hulk hands 0.33 0.05
Lawn mower 0.42 0.01
Quick grip vise 0.73 <0.01
Scooter 0.65 <0.01
Video home system (VHS) player 0.67 <0.01
Vise grip 0.78 <0.01
Water pump 0.16 0.37
Zip disk drive 0.59 <0.01

Note: Bold values are indicate the subset of products with a rank correlation
coefficient below the median (0.585).
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matrix). This means that a product can have any number of products
that are functionally “similar enough” to it (including zero, asmay be
the case where the similarity threshold is very high).
Figure 6 shows the NDCG of each measure given reference rank-

ings from the two-dimensional human-sourced embedding at each
abstraction level. The NDCG measure reveals the similar informa-
tion to both the triplet matching and the embedding correlations
when there are no thresholds to similarity applied—at the lower
abstraction, the measures appear to perform relatively similarly,
while at the higher abstraction the spectral and NetSimile measures
have better alignment with human ratings. When no thresholds are
applied, the measures must perform well across all levels of similar-
ity (not just highly similar cases). However, using the NDCG allows
us to see the qualitative changes in which measure performs the best
when only looking at highly functionally similar products. For
example, at the lower abstraction level, considering only the most
similar products, alignment between measures and human-
determined rankings becomes highly dependent on the product, as
demonstrated by the larger ranges of NDCG values. Then, at the
higher level of abstraction, the median of the spectral measure is
notably higher than the other measures when the threshold is at its
highest, indicating that it aligns more closely with the human judge-
ments regarding the highly functionally similar products. While
thesemore fine-grained investigations cannot lead to definite conclu-
sions, togetherwith the other results they provide a clear indication of
how similaritymeasures compare to human evaluations. The similar-
ity measures align similarly with human perception of functional

similarity (but not perfectly) unless it is important tofind highly func-
tionally similar products or operate at a specific level of abstraction.
In those cases, differences among the measures arise, and some align
with human representations better than others, often also depending
on the specific product type.

5 Discussion
During design, it may be necessary to specify similarity along

several dimensions to help facilitate connections across domains
and move beyond surface-level similarities. However, it is difficult
to incorporate this type of flexibility into measures of similarity that
might be useful for design automation or support. Furthermore, to
apply computational methods to design, it is important to under-
stand when human decisions might be in conflict (or alignment)
with computational support tools. In this work, these questions
are explored in the context of functional similarity, a dimension
of similarity particularly important for design, by directly compar-
ing results from human judgements to those calculated from func-
tional models. In addition, factors that lead to these conflicts,
such as a threshold for similarity or different levels of abstraction,
are studied. There are several key findings. First, varying abstrac-
tion level affects what people consider to be similar product func-
tions to an extent. The quantitative measures considered here
have a limited ability to capture the human representation of func-
tion, especially at the higher level of abstraction. We also find that
no similarity measure consistently matches best with human ratings
across both abstraction levels. Finally, differences between the indi-
vidual measures’ ability to align with human perception of func-
tional similarity appear to depend on whether they align on what
is highly similar versus progressively less similar products. This
is pertinent for analogical design, where it may be desirable to
search beyond the space of highly similar products. These results
are expanded upon further below.

5.1 Computed Similarity May Fail to Capture Human
Representations of Functional Similarity. In this work, crowd-
sourcing and triplet embedding is used to quantify how people con-
sider products to be functionally similar. The human similarity
judgement embedding is created as an aggregate across the partici-
pant population though in reality, individuals may perceive similar-
ity in different ways, even when instructions specify consideration
along a certain dimension. While many of the limitations to using
embeddings mentioned by Ahmed et al. [36] still apply, the
method provides a way to compare these judgements with what
can be directly computed from functional representations of products

Table 3 Rank correlation of similarity matrices from human
embedding with computed matrices

Human embedding

Abstraction
Lower Higher

Dimensionality 2 13 2 13

SMC 0.12* 0.18* 0.10** 0.08
Jaccard 0.23* 0.27* 0.10** 0.07
Cosine 0.20* 0.26* 0.09 0.05
Spectral 0.20* 0.23* 0.21* 0.19*

NetSimile 0.26* 0.30* 0.18* 0.20*

DeltaCon 0.11* 0.17* 0.11** 0.11**

Note: Bold value are indicate the measure that has the highest correlation
with the human embedding at the given abstraction and dimensionality.
*Indicate significance at the 0.05 threshold.
**Indicate significance at the 0.01 threshold.

Fig. 6 NDCG (comparing product-level similarity rankings from measures to “reference” product-level human simi-
larity rankings) across levels of abstraction with and without a similarity threshold applied. The overall NDCG drops
when similarity thresholds are applied because fewer products have relevance greater than 0. Notably, the addition of
thresholds reveals the product-level differences across individual measures in alignment with human rankings.
(a) Lower abstraction (product working mechanism), and (b) Higher abstraction (product purpose).
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without using a specific design task. The correlations between results
from any of the six computed similarity measures and the human
embeddings seem to indicate that the measures are not capturing
human perception of functional similarity. This discrepancy is
more pronounced when humans consider function at a higher
abstraction, for almost all of the measures. Related work comparing
human embeddings with the low-dimensional embeddings from
image classification models (deep learning models as opposed to
the quantitative measures here) also finds correlations on the order
of those found here (the highest correlation is 0.30) [32]. This
raises questions about whether the representations of function that
these similarity measures can capture are sufficient for design appli-
cations, even if they do not align strictly with human representations.
For instance, prior work indicates that people may use a structural
alignment approach in similarity, and specifically notes that people
tend to match common features across items, an attribute that is
shared by the Jaccard and cosine similarity measure [34].
However, when considering functional similarity, unlike the mea-
sures applied to functional models, humans cannot easily match
the numerous sub-functions, instead making a more holistic assess-
ment. Therefore, at the lower abstraction, using results from the con-
sidered similarity measures may provide themwith information they
have missed. On the other hand, measures must be used carefully if
applied when humans are operating at the higher abstraction level, as
only the network-based measures demonstrate even a small amount
of alignment with humans, which may not be enough.

5.2 Humans Conceptualize Functional Similarity at
Different Levels of Abstraction and Similarity Measures May
Have Limited Ability to Reflect This Difference. The results
indicate that the abstraction level can affect which products
humans consider to be most functionally similar. Although it was
expected that the embeddings would look significantly different
for almost all products when considering the different levels of
abstraction, it turns out that a smaller subset of products may
drive the differences. An overlay of maps of the subset of products
with low rank correlations (below the median) is shown in Fig. 7.
From this map, a specific example of the effect of abstraction is in

a trio of products: the Hulk Hands, Toy Plane, and Nerf Gun. The

Hulk Hands product and the Toy Plane product are closer in the
higher abstraction function map (their functions are described as
providing sound and motion for entertainment, respectively),
while the Toy Plane product moves away from the Hulk Hands
product and closer to the Nerf Gun product in the lower abstraction
function map. This can potentially be explained by the shared pneu-
matic mechanism between the Toy Plane and Nerf Gun that is not
considered for its overall purpose. It is noted that the function infor-
mation presented to participants for the lower level of abstraction
was summarized from the full functional model and therefore, not
necessarily complete. By investigating a larger variety of products,
it may be possible to understand the types of products for which
abstraction level affects consideration of functional similarity and
why. In addition, Chaudhari et al. [55] point out that how people
view similarity is dynamic. This is an important consideration
when looking at levels of abstraction, where the level of expertise
may play a role in the ability to draw more abstract functional
connections.
When comparing the human judgements with quantitative mea-

sures directly computed on products and including the factor of
abstraction, there is a discrepancy in access to information:
humans were provided with the higher-level function, while the
measures still operated on the full, lower-level functional model.
This discrepancy can be addressed using pruning rules on the func-
tional models to remove unimportant information as done by Cald-
well and Mocko [12]. However, it may also be desirable for a
computed measure to be able to infer the higher abstraction from
lower-level attributes rather have to directly provide both levels
of abstraction. From this perspective, it is notable that the measures
that align the best with human judgements at the higher abstraction,
both when using the embeddings and when directly matching tri-
plets, are network-based (particularly, the spectral network similar-
ity measure aligns significantly better with humans than the three
other feature-matching-type measures: SMC, Jaccard, and cosine).
Thus, in comparison to other types of measures, a network-based
measure has the potential to allow access to the higher abstraction
without the effort needed to directly learn the latent space with
large amounts of data. This might encode the aspect of how
humans consider relations and sets of relations within items when
making comparisons as proposed by Gentner and Markman [29].

5.3 The Ways Similarity Measures Align With Human
Judgements May Differ When Considering Similar Versus
“Highly Similar” Products. It appears that the way people con-
sider highly similar items cannot be captured in the same way as
how people consider similarity more broadly. It is possible that the
embedding does not accurately capture how people think of dissim-
ilar products, as they are specifically asked to select the more similar
product in the triplet. Additionally, there are limitations in the thresh-
olding approach due to the small number of products considered,
meaning that certain products may not have had items within the
dataset that were similar at all. Further investigation into similarity
thresholds may correspond to finding products that are “far” but
not “too far” in terms of analogical distance. When deciding to
utilize a measure to search for far-field sources of inspiration, it is
desirable to choose a measure that does not have the highest align-
ment with human similarity judgements to provide unexpected
results, as indicated by Fu et al. [18]. However, if it is important
for the similarity measures to return functionally similar products
in the exact way that humans are considering functional similarity,
the results indicate that none of the measures considered here can
be recommended. At the same time, since humans can adapt their
notion of similarity to search for connections between products,
their conception of function and functional similarity might change
if they are presented with the output from the similarity measures
instead of being asked to make their judgements independently.
Therefore, the context dependence of human similarity judgements
could possibly nudge alignment between humans and similarity
measures closer than what is found in this study.

Fig. 7 Two-dimensional embeddings for the subset of products
with low rank correlation coefficients across abstraction levels
(visualized using Procrustes analysis in SciPy). Some products
are brought closer together or pushed farther apart from each
other depending on the level of functional abstraction
considered.
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5.4 Implications for Design. Research finds cognitive pro-
cesses such as long-term memory retrieval, semantic/associative
processes, and visual perception to be relevant during design
from both a design-as-search and a design-as-exploration perspec-
tive. In design practice, limitations of these cognitive processes
might be addressed through automation [56]. It is possible, for
instance, that the ability of humans to view similarity dynamically
and measures to compute similarity in a structured way can comple-
ment each other. If humans assess similarity based on products that
they have encountered before instead of only the set of products
they were presented, expertise may affect what humans consider
functionally similar. Those with more experience or higher exper-
tise may have encountered more products to which they can
compare. While the measures considered here can only compare
relative to a set of products they have access to, this set may also
be larger than what a person can remember. Additionally, in cases
where functional connections between products are not very clear
(perhaps the products are quite dissimilar), humans may resort to
other dimensions to make their decisions, while computational mea-
sures can continue to make judgements without this limitation. In
such a case, perhaps humans should not be used as the standard
to which functional similarity measures are held and divergence
can instead be exploited. Results from recent work on ratings of
design concept novelty have also hinted at this point, finding
subsets of highly rated designs to differ across comparing human
and computational evaluations [57]. Thus, future work might inves-
tigate ways to determine the effectiveness of combining human
evaluations with quantitative evaluations in design more broadly,
even beyond functional similarity.
While there are several ways to capture product function (e.g.,

functional models, descriptions, and patents) in engineering
design, leveraging this knowledge for creative transfer of ideas
across domains will require methods to assist designers in searching
through a design space along the dimension of function [6,33]. For
these methods to be adopted in design practice, functional similarity
must be defined in a way that proves useful to humans. However,
the findings in this study provoke consideration of whether this nec-
essarily means computational and human similarity should be
aligned. In this study, no considered measure demonstrated very
close alignment with human perception of functional similarity.
Only one measure (NetSimile) demonstrated some robustness to
considerations like abstraction. If computational output must be
highly in line with humans’ representations, more adaptive ways
of determining functional similarity are required. On the other
hand, further investigation could reveal measures that transcend
the limitations and instead augment human similarity perception.
Then, if a designer could flexibly retrieve products or ideas that
were functionally similar at the right level of abstraction, and at
the right “amount” of similar, perhaps they could make better use
of the vast number of existing products to inspire new ideas.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, human judgements of functional similarity, using a

set of consumer products, were crowdsourced and a triplet embed-
ding method was applied to quantify these judgments in a low-
dimensional embedding space. This representation provides insight
into the alignment between how humans view functional similarity
and how these functional similarities can be directly computed
from the products. The results indicate that human and computational
representations of functional similarity diverge and are affected by
different ways that humans might consider similarity. The way
highly similar products are considered by humans compared to
“somewhat similar” products may not be captured by these existing
measures, affecting applications such as design-by-analogy, where
analogical distance must be controlled. Additionally, for some prod-
ucts, the level of abstraction can influence whether human judge-
ments align with computational measures. Factoring in higher
functional abstraction, network-based measures that account for rela-
tions between elements may be appropriate. These types of measures
can potentially be used to represent how humans abstract function
when it is not possible to directly learn a measure from a large quan-
tity of data collected from humans. Further work is needed to better
define functional similarity in a way that is interpretable and useful to
humans across different abstraction levels.
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Appendix: Product and Function Descriptions

Product
Product purpose (higher

abstraction) How product works (lower abstraction)

Toy plane Provide motion for
entertainment

Humans pump pressurized air into the plane and throw it to give the plane translational motion. The
propellors rotate.

Alcohol
detector

Measure alcohol Humans turn on the device and blow into it. The device collects the breath sample and uses a chemical
reaction to determine and display the alcohol level.

All-in-one
printer

Transform paper Humans turn the printer on and insert paper. Print data are imported to the printer and then electrical energy
is used to signal the printer to release the stored liquid ink. The ink changes the blank paper to the printed
paper and the print status is displayed. A scanned document is converted to a signal and exported as scan
data.

Bike Transfer human Humans pedal to provide mechanical energy for translational motion to transport themselves.
Blower/
vacuum

Import air and debris and
expel air

Humans turn on the device and electrical energy is used to signal the blower or vacuum setting. Air is
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Continued

Product
Product purpose (higher

abstraction) How product works (lower abstraction)

expelled in the blower setting. An air and debris mixture is taken in and the debris are stored in the vacuum
setting.

CD player Read a CD Humans insert a CD and turn on the player. Electrical energy is used to start mechanical rotation of the CD
and the lens focuses electromagnetic energy (laser) on the moving disk to read it and play the relevant
audio. Buttons are used to control other actions such as pause and repeat.

Drink cooler Transfer thermal energy Humans place the device on a surface and places a cup on top. Electrical energy is used to start mechanical
rotation of a fan and extract heat. The fan expels air and the heat is transferred out.

DVD player Read a DVD Humans insert a DVD and turn on the player. Electrical energy is used to start mechanical rotation and the
lens focuses electromagnetic energy (laser) on the moving disk to read it. The electromagnetic energy is
changed to electrical energy, which is used to display the video and play audio. Buttons are used to control
other actions such as pause and eject.

Nerf gun Export ammo Humans load the ammo, pump air into the gun, and pull a mechanical trigger. The pressurized air causes
translational motion of the ammo and the gun emits noise.

Game
controller

Control computer Humans push mechanical buttons or directional joysticks to actuate an electric signal. The electric signal is
turned into a control signal that sends data to the connected electronic device as well as into
electromagnetic energy (light) and mechanical vibration on the controller.

Power razor Separate hair from human Humans provide translational motion to the razor over the surface of their skin through their hands.
Electrical energy is converted to mechanical energy in the razor to cut the hair and separate it from the
surface of the skin. The razor releases the cut hair, heat, and noise.

Stapler Couple paper Humans store staples in the stapler. Paper is positioned between the top and bottom housing of the stapler
and force is applied to the top housing by the hand. The staple is separated from other staples and couples
the sheets of paper together. The stapler releases the stapled pages and noise.

Hulk hands Emit sound for
entertainment

Humans place their hands in the gloves. The gloves detect and process an electrical signal from human
movement. The electrical signal is converted to noise.

Lawn mower Separate grass from ground Humans push the lawn mower to add translational motion and turn it on. Liquid fuel is stored and the
chemical energy in it is converted to mechanical energy. The mechanical energy is used to cut the grass and
expel the cut grass pieces. The lawn mower releases heat, noise, and fumes.

Quick grip vise Secure solid Humans position the object and secure it by applying force to clamp it.
Scooter Transfer human Humans provide or stop translational motion to transport themselves.
VHS player Read a VHS tape Humans turn on the player, insert the tape, which is sensed and then guided in. Electrical energy is used

mechanically to translate the tape and then to start mechanical rotation of the wheels. The magnetic tape
reel is read and encoded into video and audio signals, which are played. Electrical energy is also converted
to electromagnetic energy (light) to indicate the status. Buttons are used to control other signals such as
stop and eject.

Vise grip Secure solid Humans position the object and secure it by applying force, changing its status from unclamped to
clamped.

Water pump Move liquid Humans turn the pump on. Electrical energy is converted to mechanical energy and then to pressurized air
within the pump, which moves the liquid. Heat, noise, and pressurized air are released.

Zip disk drive Read a zip disk Humans turn on the reader and insert a zip disk, which is sensed and guided in. Electrical energy is
converted to mechanical energy to rotate the disk and to actuate translation for the reading head. The
magnetic energy from the disk is converted to electrical energy and is exported as data.
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